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ABSTRACT Nowadays, the Overcurrent (OC) and Earth Fault (EF) relays coordination problem is one
of the most complex and challenging concerns of power protection and network operators due to the
high and volatile generation capacity of renewable energy sources in the grid. In this article, a new and
dynamic optimal coordination scheme based on a novel hybrid tripping characteristic has been designed
and developed for Over Current Relays (OCRs). Considering the impact of renewable energy sources such
as the photovoltaic (PV) system on fault characteristic, this work presents and verifies a novel dynamic
and hybrid tripping to achieve minimum tripping time and improve the OCR and EF relays coordination
performance in terms of security, sensitivity, and selectivity. The proposed dynamic and hybrid scheme will
help the OCRs to cover the EF events, and it has been tested under different fault scenarios compared to
the literature. The IEEE-9 and IEEE-33 bus systems are implemented in the ETAP package to validate the
effectiveness of the proposed hybrid characteristics against traditionally well-established IEC characteristics.
Furthermore, the performance of the proposed advance and dynamic protection approach which doesn’t
require a communication infrastructure is investigated for a power network with PV plants under different
grid operation modes and topology to provide more robustness protection system. The results, as presented
using Industrial software (ETAP), showed that the novel dynamic and hybrid tripping scheme improved the
speed of the total time tripping different fault scenarios and location by more than 50% and covers all EF
events compared to traditional OCR schemes from the literature. The proposed novel dynamic approach has
superior performance in detecting high-impedance faults and significantly reducing the tripping time on the
IEEE 33 bus network by 47%.

INDEX TERMS Over current relays, earth fault relay, dynamic coordination scheme, renewable energy
sources, PV.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A. MOTIVATION AND LITERATURE REVIEW
The traditional power network system is a radial grid struc-
ture, therefore the grid operator today faces challenges in term
of protection coordination due to Distributed Generations
(DGs) such PV system. The impact of DGs on the distribution
grid cannot be negligible where it causes serious problems in
the planning, protection, and operation of the power grid [1],
[2]. The capacity generation of DGs is yearly growing which
affects the fault characteristics and contribution level at the
power networks. In general, there are various types of faults
in medium and low voltage network systems, where the Line-
to-ground (LG) fault is considered as the most common fault
and referred to as Earth-Faults (EF) [3], [4]. In power network
equipped with DGs, the magnitude of LG fault current is
low and volatile based on the DGs contributions, therefore
there is a difficulty of recognizing this fault using traditional
overcurrent or EF protection. LG fault normally increases
phase voltage, which can lead to dielectric breakdown of grid
equipment and cause a Line-to-Line faults [4]. Generally,
Overcurrent Relays (OCRs) are commonly used as primary
protection system at the distribution power grid. Traditional
OCR protection characteristics (definite, inverse, instanta-
neous and mixed curves) are mainly focused on load and
fault currents with their relation to tripping time [5]. However,
traditional OCR characteristics do not consider the structural
changes of the power network with DGs that impact load
and fault characteristics. As discussed in [3] and [4], the
LG fault occurs, and modern power network with DGs is
difficult to identify and considered as complex challenge for
grid operators.

Therefore, there is a need to develop different protection
approaches and modify the traditional overcurrent criteria
to improve the selectivity and sensitivity of the protection
system. To overcome this problem, network operators need
to add an EF protection system at all voltage levels in the
network and coordination with existing OCR and directional
OCR [4], [5], [6], [7]. However, this process is highly costs
which can limit of having additional DGs in the grid. Based
on these needs, this article proposes a fast and advanced
coordination scheme for overcurrent protection relays using
new dynamic and hybrid tripping characteristics. The pro-
posed dynamic and hybrid tripping scheme aims to improve
the functionality of the OCR in order to work as phase
OCR and cover the EF relay by virtually adapting the fault
and pick current component in the OCR based on the fault
characteristics. In microgrid or distribution network system,
designing and developing an optimal protection coordination
scheme considering the impact of DGs for EF scenarios is
complex task [4], [5]. This article proposes a dynamic and
multifunctional scheme for the OCR which increase the reli-
ability of the protection system and deal with these challenges
and uncertainty in grounding systems. The proposed new
hybrid and dynamic scheme will combine both functions of
phase OCR and EF relays by virtually modifying the fault and
pickup current inside the OCR.

Limited research is done on designing new OCR schemes
for microgrid systems, including a power grid connected to
DGs. In [7], an adaptive OCR protection approach is pre-
sented to deal with the issues of coordination of the earth
and phase OC. El-Naily et al. [7] presented the OCRs coor-
dination problem in IEC network system as an optimization
problem and then solved it by using different optimization
methods. Similarly, Polajžer et al. [4] used a self-adaptive DE
method to achieve the optimal settings of ground-fault relays
in microgrid system. Furthermore, Andruszkiewicz et al.
[6] presented a multi-criteria scheme for solving the OCRs
coordination problem with EF in medium voltage networks.
However, the pervious literature [4], [5], [6], [7] developed
optimal coordination or adaptive strategies based on using
the traditional inverse time characteristic, which will limit the
performance at low fault current. Table 1 provides a critical
review and summarizes the main literature of OCR and EF
relay protection strategies and schemes. Several researchers
[1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10] have not taken into
account the earth relay, while [5] has not included the direc-
tional OCR. Furthermore, the authors in [11] investigated
their proposed system using three phase fault (LLL) and line-
to-ground (LG). The impact of DG and the type of the trans-
former connection have not considered for the different type
of DG: Inverter-Based DG (IBDG) or Synchronous-Based
DG (SBDG). Similarly, the approaches presented in the liter-
ature, as shown in Table 1, required communication between
the relays, which will increase the cost and tripping time
[12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22].
A limited number of research investigated the OCR and EF
coordination problem together [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10],
[11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20]. How-
ever, the authors in [4] did not consider the directional OCR
and covered only low fault resistance. On the other hand,
the authors in [20] tested his proposed protection method on
traditional power network without taking into account the DG
impact on the grid and the proposed approach by [20] require
a communication link between the relays. In addition, both
researches [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13],
[14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20] used fixed protection
approaches and did not show a high reliability during earth
faults. To handle the protection coordination challenges in
power network with DGs, an adaptive protective scheme is
presented by [23]. The proposed adaptive protective scheme
focused on the OCR coordination problem without consider-
ing EF. Aazami et al. [24] showed that conventional tripping
characteristics can lead to a number ofmis-coordination espe-
cially for directional OCR. In general, the recent literature
focused on using new adaptive approaches to handle the OCR
coordination problem in microgrid systems [23], [24], how-
ever, the proposed approaches did not take into account EF
relays coordination or use them as part of their approaches.
In 2020, Balyith et al. [25] introduced a non-communication-
based time-current-voltage coordination approach for direc-
tional OCR in a microgrid system. However, the study in [25]
did not include EF relays and only focused on dual-setting
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TABLE 1. A critical review and summarizes the main literature on OCR and EF relay protection strategies.

directional OCR. In this work, the proposed novel dynamic
protection scheme will combine both the OCR phase and
the EF relay functions to handle the protection challenges in
microgrid systems, and it has been demonstrated and verified
using two reference grids (IEEE 9 and 33 bus) equipped
with PV systems to show the effectiveness of the proposed
dynamic approach.

B. CONTRIBUTION, INNOVATIONS AND STRUCTURE
OF THE PAPER
As discussed previously and shown in Table 1, there is limited
research in considering the EF relay andOCR for a power net-
work with DGs. In addition, to the authors’ knowledge, there
is no research introducing a combined protection scheme for
EF relays and OCR under different fault scenarios. In this
article, a new hybrid tripping characteristics for EF relays and
OCR to achieve minimum tripping time for a power network
connected to DGs (two PV generation systems through four
MVA transformers). The proposed coordination approach is
considered as a cost-effective protection scheme without the
need for an extensive communication infrastructure, and its
performance is investigated under different fault scenarios.
The key contributions of this article are described as follows:
• Designing a new optimization coordination task based
on a novel hybrid tripping characteristics to present
the OCR and EF relays coordination problem for a
power network connected to IBDGs. The proposed new
coordination task is designed by taking into account
the relationship between the Zero, Z0, to positive, Z1,
impedance ratio and faults. Nowadays with more DGs
in the network, one of the most critical challenges for

network operators is achieving the proper setting of
Z0/Z1. Therefore, the new optimization task is devel-
oped and will be solved by using Particle Swarm Opti-
mization (PSO) algorithm in order to achieve minimum
total tripping time for relays under different fault sce-
narios and power protection constraints such as coordi-
nation time interval.

• Based on the proposed new hybrid and dynamic
approach, the protection security, sensitivity, and selec-
tivity are improved to be more assertive by virtually
adapting the fault and pick current components in the
OCR based on the fault characteristics, which allowing
OCRs to cover the EF. In this work, the EF relay is
assumed to be not available or not work during the fault
scenarios. In addition, the performance of the proposed
approach has been investigated under different faults
characteristics and network topologies and compared to
the literature (standard OCR protection schemes, as pre-
sented on Table 1).

• The literature in Table 1 and international standards,
such as IEEE 1547-2018, assumed interconnection and
grounding methods for interconnecting DGs without
taking into account the different types of winding trans-
former configurations. As a result, many utilities have
followed appropriate grounding strategies for each case
individually [11]. For example, some utilities connect
the DGs transformers via a (Delta-Y with ground) to
provide a sufficiently low impedance grounding route.
However, such methods may make ground protection
governance unattainable due to the interconnection of
several DGs. This article proposes an advanced and
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dynamic protection method for a power network with
PV plants under different fault scenarios and covers the
challenges of connecting PV transformers to the grid.
In addition, the proposed new hybrid approach does not
require a communication infrastructure, which will help
to reduce the cost and provide more robustness protec-
tion system. Therefore, the proposed protection scheme
is tested with different impedance fault scenarios and
different DG operation scenarios.

The rest of this article is structured as follows. Section 2 intro-
duces the background theory for short circuits via ground-
ing system in the microgrid (IEEE-9 BUS network). The
problem statement for the OCR and EF relays protection
coordination is presented in Section 3. Section 4 discusses the
methodology of the new coordination approach forMicrogrid
system. The simulation results are presented and discussed in
Section 5. Finally, the conclusions of this work are presented.

II. BACKGROUND THEORY
This section aims to describe the basic model and method
between the protection scheme and short-circuit analysis. The
DGs operation mode affects the characteristics of the fault
currents, especially zero-sequence [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6],
[7], [8], [9], [10], [11]. Firstly, the effect of grounding system
on the zero sequence fault characteristics is discussed. Then,
the characteristics of the ground fault with overvoltage are
presented for a power network with IBDG.

A. EFFECT OF EARTHING SYSTEM ON ZERO SEQUENCE
QUANTITIES
In the power system, there is a relationship and conflicting
requirements with the grounding systems [11]. One of the
critical elements to consider is the Zero, Z0, to positive, Z1,
impedance ratio, known as the Z0/Z1 ratio, with reference
to the fault location. The degree of grounding, Z0/Z1 ratio,
mainly depends on the grounding arrangement, location, and
structure [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11]. The
ratio of Z0/Z1 can be expressed as follows:

Z0

Z1
=

X0

X1
−j

R0

R1
(1)

where X0 and R0 are zero sequence of inductive and resistive,
respectively. X1 and R1 are positive sequence of inductive
and resistive, respectively. In general, the positive sequence
impedance, Z1, of a power system is reactive, X1. FromEqua-
tion (1), it’s clear that the degree of grounding, Z0/Z1, value
is mainly depending on the type of power line (specification)
which has specific characteristics. According to the IEEE Std.
142, the degree of grounding, Z0/Z1, value has a direct impact
on the fault characteristics (current and voltage) [3], [4], [5],
[6], [7], [8], [9], [10]. In general, the degree of grounding,
Z0/Z1, directly impacts the voltage and the fault current’s
level at any location in the distribution system, as shown in
Fig. 1 [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10]. First, the three phase
and double phase faults (LLL and LL) are constant with the
different Z0/Z1. However, the ground faults (LG and LLG)

FIGURE 1. The relationship between the fault characteristics (current and
voltage) and degree of grounding, Z0/Z1, value.

which are the common fault are affected by Z0/Z1. The LG
and LLG faults are inversely proportional to Z0/Z1 which
make it more volatile especially with DG. In area A, the
Z0/Z1< 1 and the LG and LLG faults are more than the LLL
and LL faults. LG and LLG faults will be equal the LLL fault
at Z0/Z1 = 1. The LG and LLG faults will be under the
LLL and LL faults when Z0/Z1> 1, as can see in area B in
Fig. 1. This will let the ground faults be more challenging and
difficult to detect. On the other hand, the voltage is directly
proportional to Z0/Z1 ratio, where the over voltage can occur
when the Z0/Z1> 1. In this situation with the over voltages
and small ground faults (area B), the power network will be
at risk of equipment failure [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9],
[10], [11]. Today, with more DGs in the network, one of the
most critical challenges for network operators is achieving the
proper setting of Z0/Z1. Therefore, it is required an advance
protection scheme is required to handle these challenges,
as presented in this article.

B. GROUND FAULT AND OVERVOLTAGE FOR A POWER
NETWORK WITH IBDG
The increasing of capacity generation for DGs such as PV is
in the power grid will lead to affect the Z0/Z1 value and then
the level of ground fault and overvoltage. In general, when
the transformers (directly grounded, Delta-Y) at PV plant
interconnecting to the grid, the Z0/Z1 ratio in the network will
substantially change and affect the ground faults. Accord-
ingly, zero sequence current relays may not operate properly
and lose their sensitivity to ground faults [11]. In case these
transformers have been grounded at the high voltage side
on the neutral point as a solution, the neutral voltage will
be increased during LG and LLG faults. As result, when
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the neutral voltage increases to a level higher than the gap
breakdown voltage, the traditional protection system will trip
and disconnect the PV transformers from the rest of the
network. Disconnection and isolating many DGs from the
network can cause serious stability problems [3], [4], [5], [6].
Therefore, the neutral voltage must be accurately estimated
and considered to ensure that current gap protection does not
operate inappropriately and cause network stability issues.

The international standards, for example IEEE 1547-2018,
suggested interconnection and grounding methods for inter-
connecting transformers to the grid. However, these standards
did not manage the different types of winding transformer
configurations. For example, network operators connect the
DGs transformers via a (Delta-Y with ground) to have low
impedance grounding route. However, such methods increase
the complexity of having a sensitive protection system and the
protection governance will be unattainable due to the inter-
connection of several DGs with a low-impedance grounding
route. This article proposes an advanced and dynamic protec-
tion method for a power network with PV plants under differ-
ent fault scenarios and covers the challenges of connecting
PV transformers to the grid.

III. THE PROBLEM OF COORDINATION OF OC/EF
PROTECTION IN MICROGRIDS
The LG or LLG faults, as unbalance faults, are among the
most common fault occur in the distribution system. Unlike
balanced faults, ground faults rely on the grounding con-
figuration (Z0/Z1 ratio), as shown in Fig.1. The fault level
is mainly depending on the zero-sequence impedance and
distribution transformer configurations. The variety in the
nature of distributed sources with DGs creates operational
challenges in events of ground faults. These challenges could
influence the reliability of the OCR and EF protection system
and make the coordination of different OCRs and EF relays
in the complex microgrid unmanageable.

For example, the high share of multiple DGs in the grid
during the fault event would cause a loss of coordination for
the OCR protection scheme and unwanted operation of the
fuse detection system. Fig. 2 shows themain fault characteris-
tics based on the zones of the Z0/Z1 ratio (area A and area B),
as presented in Fig1, and themiss-coordination betweenOCR
and EF relay in the power network with DG. As previously
discussed, the LG and LLG value will too small in area B,
as shown in Fig.1 and Fig.2. The ground fault currents (LG
and LLG) in area B can be seen by EF but will not be seen by
OCR, which leads to miss-coordination, less reliability and
delay in the total tripping time, as shown in Fig. 2. In case
EF occurs at FD or FC, the current of LG and LLG faults
will have a low value, and the EF relay represented by the
green line will work without backup. Therefore, the is a
need to operate OCR in area B as in A to avoid the miss-
coordination events during ground fault events and minimize
the disconnecting event for the DGs from the grid.

The power protection complexity in microgrids requires
dynamic andmulti-tasked protection schemes. This advanced

FIGURE 2. Characteristics of ground faults (LLG and LG) in the DG power
network with DGs.

and dynamic scheme needs to provide protection for different
fault scenarios and mainly ground faults (LG and LLG).
This article proposes a dynamic and multifunctional scheme
for the OCR which increase the reliability of the protection
system and deal with these challenges and uncertainty in
grounding systems. The new dynamic scheme will combine
both functions of phase OCR and EF relays by virtually
modifying the fault and pickup current inside the OCR.

IV. THE PROPOSED DYNAMIC HYBRID
PROTECTION SCHEME
For all the challenges mentioned above, adapting the appli-
cability and operation of OCR schemes to cover the EF
protection schemes becomes urgently needed by modifying
the functionality of OCR for both phase and ground fault
events. In this study, a new dynamic characteristic is pro-
posed to improve the functionality of the OCR scheme in
ground fault situations by suggesting a modified hybrid cur-
rent multiplier setting. The proposed modified hybrid scheme
will adapt the function of the OCR to operate as a primary
protection for high impedance faults when EF relays can’t
detect ground faults and as a local backup to reduce the
overall operational time of the EF protection scheme. The
significant development in nowadays-numerical relays fitted
with well-practiced software provides practical solutions for
the unique challenges in microgrids to improve the reliability
and stability of the Microgrid against earth fault situations.
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The traditional OCR operating time, t, is calculated based
Equation (2) based on the fixed short-circuit current, Isc,
the pickup current, Ip, and the time multiplier setting, TMS.
A and B are the relay parameters that determine the basis for
the OCR relay standard, as discussed in [7], [8], [9], [10],
[11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21],
[22], [23], [24], [25], and [26].

t =

 A(
Isc
Ip

)B
− 1

TMS (2)

The proposed dynamic and hybrid OCR protection strategy
aims to improve the functionality of theOCR towork as phase
OCR and cover the EF relay. In order to cover all the OCR and
EF relay functions, the proposed dynamic hybrid protection
scheme has designed to include two sub-dynamic schemes,
as follows:
• The first sub-dynamic scheme (area A) aims to avoid
miss-coordination and cover all the earth faults and low
fault current contributed in microgrid from PV which
improve the reliability of the protection system by vir-
tually increasing the fault current component.

• The second sub-dynamic scheme (area B) works on pro-
tecting and covering all possible phase and earth faults
in the power grid with DGs and minimize the tripping
time and improve the reliability of the protection system
by adapting the pickup current.

Fig. 3 shows different ground fault currents (LG and LLG)
to illustrate the practiced application of the proposed hybrid
characteristics. For faults (FA and FB) in area A, the high

FIGURE 3. Characteristics of ground fault (LLG and LG) in the power
network with DGs with the proposed dynamic and hybrid protection
scheme.

level of earth faults (FA and FB) will initiate a trip signal in
the EF relay (green curve) to work as a primary relay. The
dynamic and hybrid current and multiplier settings for the
OCR in this case (area A) will be virtually increasing the fault
current component, represented by the black line in Fig. 3,
which led to reducing the overall operational time for the
OCR. As a result, this practice will enhance the reliability
and speed in the event of high-level earth fault currents. The
operating time for the OCR based on the proposed dynamic
scheme for the faults in area A, tDA, will be calculated based
on Equation (3).

tDA =

 A(
Isc
Ip ∗k(

io−ie
Ip )

)B
− 1

TMS (3)

where k is constant equal to 5 that is optimally determined
in this study to increase fault currents and then minimize
the tripping time. io and ie are the zero-sequence current
and earth relay current, respectively. For example, the fault
current at point FBwill be increase andmodified to be located
at point FBV, as shown in Fig.3 (red line). This modification
helps to minimize the tripping time for all ground faults (LG
and LLG) To the authors’ knowledge, this process is not
introduced in the literature.

The distinction and advantages of the proposed character-
istic will be more evident for Faults (FC and FD) in area B,
as shown in Fig.3, with the minimum ground fault current
which will the case during islanded mode and IBDG fault
contribution. In this case, the traditional OCRwill not be able
to detect the EF, therefore, the proposed solution tomodifying
the pickup current in this area to let the OCR able to see the
EF. In Fig. 3, faults FC and FD will be lower than the pickup
current of the EF relay and will not be detected and cause
the faults to remain and create stress on the equipment in the
DN. The modifying of the fault current level as suggested for
area A will not be applicable. Therefore, the proposed hybrid
model is virtually reducing the pickup current in the OC relay
and relocate the OCR characteristic to a new location to cover
the area B, represented by dashed red line in Fig. 3.

The modification in the OCR scheme by adapting the pick
current helps to minimize the tripping time for all ground
faults (LG and LLG) and avoid the miss-coordination in area
B. To the authors knowledge, this process does not introduce
in the literature and the operating time for the OCR based on
the proposed dynamic scheme for the faults in area B, tDB,
will be calculated based on Equation (4).

tDB =

 A(
Isc

Ip∗g( io−ieIp )

)B

− 1

TMS (4)

where g is a constant equal to 0.3 which optimally determined
in this study by testing different values between 0.1 and 0.9 to
reduce the pickup current to a value can help to achieve the
minim tripping time. For example, the ground fault current at
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FIGURE 4. A flow chart of the proposed coordination scheme (HPOC).

point FD and FCwas not cover by theOCR, the adaptiveOCR
scheme (dash red lines) help to avoid the miss-coordination
issue in area B and minimize the total tripping time. and
dynamic will be increase and modified to be located at point
FBV, as shown in Fig.3 (red line).

The overall operational time of OCR, t, can be described
as the summation of the time at two sub-dynamic schemes,
as presented in Equation (5).

t = tDA + tDB (5)

A. OCRS COORDINATION PROBLEM: FORMULATION AND
OPTIMIZATION METHOD
The OCR coordination problem for a power network with
DGs can be formulated as an objective function to the min-
imum operating time of OCRs and without miss-coordinate
events. The following mathematical formulation is designed
to enhance the OCR performance in areas A and B, as shown
in Fig.3, using the proposed dynamic and hybrid protection
scheme. The objective function for the OCR coordination
problem is to be total tripping time, T, for the OCRs which
need to minimized. The coordination problem is expressed in
Equation (6) to minimize the tripping time of OCRs (t), for N

number of OCRs and Q number of fault locations.

T = Min
N∑

n=1

Q∑
q=1

tn,q (6)

In a power network with N number of OCRs, the selectivity
between primary and backup OCR relays can be obtained
by formulating the constraint to manage and secure the time
delay between each primary (tprimary) and backup (tbackup)
OCR relays. The proper optimized Coordination Time Inter-
val (CTI) constraint will ensure the selectivity among all OCR
relays in the grid as follows:

tbackup − tprimary ≥ CTI (7)

The CTI is usually determined in the literature between
0.2 and 0.5 seconds according to IEEE-242 [8], [9], [10] and
is been selected to be 0.3 seconds in this study. In addition,
to ensure the sensitivity and selectivity of the protection sys-
tem, the optimization problem in Equation (6) will be solved
under the CTI constraint, as described in Equation (7), and
the limitation of the operational time and TMS, as described
in Equations (8) and (9).

tmin ≤ tn≤tmax (8)
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FIGURE 5. IEEE 9 bus Microgrid system.

TABLE 2. The OCR data in the proposed network model.

TMSmin ≤ TMSn ≤ TMSmax (9)

where tmin and TMSmin are the minimum tripping time
and TMS, respectively, tmax and TMSmax are the maxi-
mum tripping time and TMS, receptively, and tn and TMSn
are the tripping time and TMS for relay n, respectively.

TABLE 3. The fault locations and impedance and admittance in the
network.

In this work, the TMSmin equal to 0.01 and TMSmax equal
to 3 [7].

B. PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION
The Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm is one of
the common and efficient heuristic optimization methods for
different applications. The PSO algorithm requires less mem-
ory and computational process to achieve an optimal solution
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TABLE 4. The TMS for OCR in the power network.

[26], [27]. The PSO algorithm introduced by Kennedy and
Eberhart based on the general human sociality and swarming
formulation of animal behavior. The PSO Technique aims to
offer agents (called swarm), each of which provides poten-
tial solutions. Each agent preserves its present and optimum
position towards the assigned objective function. The agents
will locate a better position based on the particle move-
ment. Finally, the PSO model will assign the optimum global
solution among all possible solutions offered through each
iteration [26], [27].

In this study, the PSO algorithm is employed to solve
the OCRs coordination problem based on these advantages.
Fig. 4 shows a flow chart of the PSO algorithm in solv-
ing the OCRs coordination problem. Firstly, the structure of
the network (IEEE 9 BUS) is implemented by using ETAP
simulation tool. To determine the initial OCR setting, the
calculation of load flow and faults will be carried based on
IEC 60909. These settings will be used as an initial solution
population (particle) in the PSO algorithm. The process of the
PSO to find the optimal setting is started by calculating and
evaluating the solution population (particle). The particle tra-
jectory and population will be updated based on the position
of the best solution. The PSO process will be finished when
the maximum number of iteration models has been achieved
and the best solution. Then, the optimal setting will be use
and apply to the proposed Hybrid Phase Overcurrent (HPOC)
relay and compare the performance to the Standard Phase
Overcurrent (SPOC) relay by using ETAP software under
different fault scenarios and network operation mode.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The power protection coordination problem, as presented
in Section 3, and the proposed dynamic hybrid protection
scheme, as discussed in Section 4, are evaluated using a
standard distribution system. In this work, two benchmarks
power grid equipped with PV plants are used to investigate
the performance of the proposed dynamic hybrid protection

FIGURE 6. Time-current characteristics of OC7 and OC8 in Scenario 1
(R=0 ohm) for Mode 1 and LG fault.

FIGURE 7. Time current characteristics of OC4 and OC5 at scenario 1
(R=0 ohm) for Mode 1 and LLG fault.

and compared to traditional schemes for different fault levels
(minimum and maximum) as follows:
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TABLE 5. The short-circuit analysis and TMS setting for OCR based on SPOC and HPOC approaches (Mode 1, Scenario 1).

• IEEE 9-bus equipped with PV plants.
• IEEE 33-bus system, including plants (large scale of
distribution network)

In addition, the dynamic hybrid protection scheme was tested
under different network based on the availability of DGs
in the network. First, the following section presents the
description of the power distribution network under study.
Then, the results of the standard and traditional OC scheme
(SPOC) are presented to highlight the coordination prob-
lem. In this section, the dynamic hybrid protection scheme
(HPOC) will be compared to the SPOC over different fault
and network operation scenarios in terms of minimum total
tripping time. The SPOC and HPOC approaches have been
tested using Industrial software (ETAP), and results are pre-
sented. Throughout this section, the proposed and conven-
tional schemes (HPOC and SPOC) will be evaluated and
compared based on the network topology with and with-
out DES (PV plants). Additionally, LG and LLG faults are
generated within three different resistance fault scenarios.
The fault resistances (R) are conceded to be equal to as 0,
10 and 30 Ohm to investigate the impact of the different fault
scenarios on the proposed dynamic scheme.

VI. IEEE 9-BUS DISTRIBUTION NETWORK MODEL
A. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED POWER NETWORK
The SPOC and HPOC are tested using an IEEE 9-bus test
system. The IEEE 9-bus (two feeders) test system is repre-
senting the Canadian Urban Benchmark 4-bus feeder sys-
tem, as shown in Fig. 5. This proposed power network
as benchmark network is fed by the main utility supply

has a 500 MVA short-circuit capabilities, 6 X/R ratio, and
500 meter cable length through 20 MVA, 115/12.47 kV
sub-transformer with 10% leakage reactance. The system is
connected through bus bars B5 and B7 with two PV gener-
ation systems thorough 4 MVA transformers (Delta-Y with
ground). The detailed information for the power system and
PV are described in [7], [26], and [27]. The power network
described in Fig. 5 contains 9 non-directional OCRs (R1 to
R9) and 6 Directional OCRs (R10 to R15). The initial Current
Transformer Ratio (CTR) and Pickup Current for Phase (IP)
and Pickup Current for the earth (IPZ) of each OCR adapted
through load flow and short circuit calculations according to
IEC-60909 are shown in Table 2 [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9],
[10]. Consequently, the system impedance and admittance
required for short-circuit calculations in this study using the
ETAP package are attained through the data presented in
Table 3 for two operation modes (with and without DG).

The ratio of zero impedance to positive impedance, Z0/Z1,
when three-phase faults occur, is presented in Table 3 under
the two operating modes for the network:
• Mode 1 (load only): the proposed power network is fed
only by the utility source.

• Mode 2 (with PV): the network is integrated with two
PV-generation systems, as previously described.

It can be observed from Table 3 that the Z0/Z1 ratio
is significantly changed in the two modes in case of
fault as a result of the change in the configuration of
DG-Interconnection transformers. For example, the Z0/Z1
ratio was 3.19 and 1.11 at F1 for Mode 1and 2, respectively.
Therefore, it may be challenging for distribution network
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TABLE 6. The short-circuit analysis and TMS setting for OCR based on SPOC and HPOC approaches (Mode 1, Scenario 2 and 3).

operators to reach detailed and determinate settings for earth
fault relays, especially in the cases of active distribution
networks, as described in Section 3. Furthermore, the initial
Time Multiplying Setting (TMS) for each OCR in the net-
work is presented in Table 4 under the two operational modes
for the power network.

B. POWER NETWORK - MODE 1 TEST RESULTS
In this section, LG and LLG faults are generated at
the proposed power network, as described in Fig. 5 and
Table 3 within three different resistance fault scenarios.
The fault resistances (R) are conceded to be equal to as 0,
10 and 30 Ohm which represents Scenarios 1 to 3, respec-
tively. Firstly, the R=0 ohm is considered to evaluate the
SPOC and HPOC under the first sub-dynamic scheme (area
A), where the HPOC will improve the reliability of the

protection system by virtually increasing the fault current
component, as described in Section 3. Table 5 shows the
zero-sequence current, io, and the virtual fault current (IFV)
and the TMS value. As expected, the faults had high short-
circuited capabilities due to the diminutive value of the
ground resistance.

The proposed HOPC will detect and trip the faults quickly
compared to the SPOC to the large magnification of the fault
current (IFV) compared to the actual fault current. In the
HPOC, the IFV value for both LG and LLG faults became
very high, seen by OCRs in the network, and thus the OCRs
trip the faults concisely. For example, the actual LG fault cur-
rent was 3585 A and the IFV was 57539 A at F3. In addition,
Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show time characteristics curves for the
SPOC and HPOC for LG fault at F6 and LLG fault at F4,
respectively. In Fig. 6, the fault value becomes 44472 A for
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FIGURE 8. Time current characteristics of OC3 and OC4 at scenario 3 (R=30 ohm) for Mode 1
and LG fault.

OC8 and OC7 as IFVwhich will be used by HPOC compared
to the actual fault current (3144 A) which will be used by the
SPOC approach. This helped theHPOC achieve theminimum
tripping time of 0.395 seconds compared to 0.86 second for
SPOC in the OC8. These results showed that the HPOC
improved the speed of time tripping by 54% compared to
SPOC. The LLG fault at F4 between OC4 and OC5 is shown
in Fig. 5. The IFV value was 42885 A compared to 1032 A for
the actual fault current, which provides a short tripping time
of 0.55 seconds for OC4 by HPOC compared to 1.26 seconds
by SPOC, as shown in Fig. 7. This fast and properly tripping
time will offer a selective and reliable performance for the
OCR scheme in the network and enhance its stability.

Now, the R=10 and 30 ohm (scenarios 1 and 2) are
applied to investigate the performance of SPOC and HPOC
approaches under the second sub-dynamic scheme (area B),

where the HPOC will work on covering all the possible
phase and earth faults and minimize the tripping time by
adapting the pickup current as virtual pickup current (IPV),
as described in Section 3. Table 6 shows the zero-sequence
current, io, and the virtual pickup current (IPV) and the TMS
value for LG and LLG faults. LG and LLG faults in Scenarios
1 and 2 had low short-circuited capabilities compared to solid
faults due to ground resistance. Therefore, the OCRs will
normally take long time to trip the fault or will be not able
to discover it, as discussed in Section3. The proposed HOPC
will detect and trip the faults quickly compared to the SPOC
by adapting the pickup current (IPV).

Fig. 8 shows the time current characteristics of OC3 and
OC4 at scenario 3 (R=30 ohm) and LG fault (F3) for the
SPOC and HPOC. The LG fault (F3) will be seen by both
OCRs (OC3 and OC4) with a IPV of 10.75 by employing the
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TABLE 7. The short-circuit analysis and TMS setting for OCRs based on SPOC and HPOC approaches (Mode 2, LG, Scenario 1 to 3).

HPOC characteristics instead of 258 for HPOC. This makes
the tripping time of OC3 become 0.595 seconds by HPOC
compared to no trip signal status for SPOC.

C. POWER NETWORK - MODE 2 TEST RESULTS
In this section, the impact of adding DGs to the grid on the
performance of SPOC and HPOC is investigated. The LG
and LLG faults are generated with fault resistances (R) equal
to 0, 10 and 30 Ohm which represents scenarios 1, 2 and 3,
respectively. The changing of Z0/Z1 ratio due to the avail-
ability of DGs in the network increase the complexity of
achieving optimal OCR setting, as described in Section 3.
The PV generation units in Mode 2 change the behavior and
fault characteristics. For example, the LG fault level at F3 and
F4 for R=0 ohm was under 900 A, which is very difficult
to be detect by SPOC approach and require adapting in the
pickup current values. In scenario 2 (R= 10 ohm), the SPOC
approach was not able to detect or trip the fault for most of the
cases. In addition, the SPOC approach does not work for all
fault at scenario 3, where the fault level is low. Therefore, the

significance and feasibility of the HPOC is highly noticeable
when the LG faults occurs through earth resistance of 10 and
30 Ohm, as in Tables 7.

TheHPOC has use the proposed two sub-dynamic schemes
(area A and area B) to improve the reliability of the protection
system by virtually increasing the fault current and pickup
current components based on their values, as shown in Table 7
(F3 and F4). In addition, the proposed HOPC outperformed
the SPOC in term of the minimum time tripping. Fig. 9 shows
time characteristics curves for the SPOC and HPOC for LG
fault at F2. The HPOC achieve the minimum tripping time at
0.201, 0.346, 0.158 and 0.177 second for OC2, OC3, OC12
and OC14, respectively, compared to 0.456, 0.785, 0.373 and
0.418 second for SPOC. These results showed that the HPOC
improved the speed of the total time tripping at F2 by 56.6%
compared to SPOC. The LLG fault at F4 between OC4 and
OC5 is shown in Fig. 5. The IFV value was 42885 A com-
pared to 1032 A for the actual fault current, which provides
a short tripping time of 0.55 second for OC4 by HPOC
compared to 1.26 second by SPOC. This fast and properly
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TABLE 8. The short-circuit analysis and TMS setting for OCRs based on SPOC and HPOC approaches (Mode 2, LLG, Scenario 1 to 3).

tripping time will offer a selective and reliable performance
for the OCR scheme in the network and enhance its stability.

Fig. 10 shows the time current characteristics of relays at
F7 (LG) between Bus 6 and Bus 7. The actual value of fault
was 137 A due to the high ground resistance of 30 Ohm.
This OC8 and OC9 was not able not detect the fault by
the SPOC. While the HPOC helped OCR characteristics to
detect the fault and disconnect it within minimum time by
adjusting the pickup current value to a smaller value than
when SPOC characteristics. This providing the possibility
for HPOC to isolate the fault F7 in 0.511 and 0.724 second
for OC8 and OC9, respectively. This will enhance the OCR
scheme performance against high impedance faulty situations
created due to the nature of nowadays active distribution
networks.

The performance of SPOC and HPOC is also investigated
under LLG fault for Mode 2. The LLG faults are generated

with different fault resistances (R) equal to 0, 10 and 30 Ohm.
The PV generation units in Mode 2 change the behavior
and fault characteristics compare to Mode 1. Table 8 shows
that the LLG fault with resistance 10 and 30 ohms is very
difficult to be detect by SPOC approach. In scenario 2 and,
the SPOC approach was not able to detect or trip the LLG
fault for all cases. The high-impedance ground faulty cases
will cause network stability issues and reduce the perfor-
mance of ground fault protection schemes in active, complex,
and multi-loop network arrangements. This is showed the
significance of the HPOC to detect the fault and isolate
within minimum time, as shown in Table 8. In scenario 1
(R= 0 ohm), the HPOC outperformed the SPOC approach
in term of detecting and tripping the fault for all of the cases.
For example, the HPOC achieve the minimum tripping time
at 0.061, 0.198 and 0.165 second for OC1, OC2 and OC12,
respectively, compared to 0.138, 0.449 and 0.55 second for
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FIGURE 9. Time current characteristics of OC2, OC3, OC12 and OC14 at
scenario 1 (R=0 ohm) for Mode 2 and LG fault (F2).

TABLE 9. The OCRs to simulate the IEEE 33-bus network model.

SPOC. These results showed that the HPOC improved the
speed of the total time tripping at F1 by 55% compared to
SPOC.

D. DISCUSSION AND COMPARISON
The performance of the proposed HPOC and SPOC
approaches over two power network modes and three fault
sceneries are compared in term of the total tripping time for
OCRs (OOT) in this section. Firstly, the OTT for all OCRs
in Mode 1 of the power network (without DGs) over LG and
LLG faults under three fault scenarios (R=0,10 and 30 ohm)
are shown in Fig. 11. The HPOC approach reduced the OTT
at LG and LLG faults under scenario 1 and 2 for LG and
scenario 1 for LG compared to the SPOC approach. For
example, the OTTwas 12.17 and 44 second in scenario 2 (LG
fault) for HPOC and SPOC approaches, respectively. Fig.11
presented the powerful of the HPOC approach in detecting

FIGURE 10. Time current characteristics of OC8 and OC9 at scenario 1
(R=30 ohm) for Mode 2 and LG fault (F7).

the low fault current in scenario 3 at LG fault and scenario
2 and 3 at LLG fault compare to SPOC which was not able
to detect the faults.

In addition, the HPOC and SPOC approaches are used to
handle the changes of adding DGs to the network (Mode
2), as presented in Section 3. The comparison of the HPOC
and SPOC for Mode 2 under different fault scenarios are
shown in Fig.12. The HPOC outperformed the SPOC in
term of minimizing the tripping time (OOT) and detecting
the faults. Fig.12 introduced the superiority of the HPOC
compared to SPOC in detecting the faults when the fault
resistance is high, for example, in scenario 3 at LG fault
and scenario 2 and 3 at LLG fault. Furthermore, the HPOC
improved the OCRs performance in term of achieve the min-
imum OOT, for example, the OTT was 13.78 and 203 second
in scenario 2 (LG fault) for HPOC and SPOC approaches,
respectively.

VII. IEEE 33-BUS DISTRIBUTION NETWORK MODEL
This section aims to use a larger distribution network model
(IEEE 33-bus) to evaluate and compare the proposed HPOC
and traditional SPOC schemes. Furthermore, the results of
this section aim to show the transferability the proposed
HPOC scheme to other distribution network. Fig. 13 shows
the IEEE-33 bus system, where the maximum and minimum
voltage for each bus are limits to range between 10% of its
nominal voltage. The IEEE 33-bus is fed through the utility
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FIGURE 11. The results of SPOC and HPOC approaches over different fault scenario for Mode 1.

FIGURE 12. The results of SPOC and HPOC approaches over different fault scenario for Mode 2.

TABLE 10. The TMS setting for OCRs at the IEEE 33-bus network model.

supply system and the two 4-MW solar power plants. The line
data and load information of the simulated system by ETAP
is available in [28] and [29]. The IEEE 33-bus system in

Fig. 13 including 32 OCRs and Table 9 presents the PS, CTR
and IPZ for each OCR. Furthermore, the initial TMS for each
OCR in the IEEE 33-bus system is shown in Table 10. In this
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FIGURE 13. IEEE 33-bus microgrid system (large Scale distribution network).

section, LG and LLG faults under different location scenarios
are generated at the IEEE 33-bus network, as described in

Fig. 13. The impact of the fault resistances (R) is investigated
by employing two fault resistances (R= 0 and R=30 Ohm)
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TABLE 11. The short-circuit analysis and TMS setting for OCRs based on SPOC and HPOC approaches (IEEE 33-bus, LLG under R=0 ohm, LG under R=30
ohm).

to tackle the two sub-dynamic schemes (area A and area B),
as discussed in previous section.

The results shows that the HPOC handle the challenges of
OCRs and EF coordination in IEEE 33-bus system similarly
to his performance at IEEE 9-bus system. The short-circuit
analysis and TMS setting for OCRs based on SPOC and
HPOC approaches for IEEE 33-bus with two PV plants for
LLG fault with R= 0 ohm and LG fault with R= 30 ohm are
presented in Table 11 as a comparison example. The proposed

HOPC detected the faults quickly compared to the SPOC by
having the large magnification of the fault current (IFV) com-
pared to actual fault current. In Table 11, the actual LG fault
current was 235 A and the IFV was 16818 A at F19, which
helped the HPOC achieve the minimum tripping time (OOT).
Table 12 shows that the HPOC approach reduced the OTT at
LG and LLG faults under fault scenarios (R=0 and R=30)
compared to the SPOC approach. The OTT was 81.8 and
129.4 second at LG fault with R = 0 and 10 ohms for SPOC
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TABLE 12. The total tripping time (OOT) results of SPOC and HPOC
approaches over different fault scenario for IEEE 33-bus.

approach, respectively, compared to 36.06 and 57.6 seconds
for HPOC approach, respectively. In addition, the HPOC
approach achieved an OTT reduction by 56% and 47.5%
compared to SPOC for LLG with R=0 and R=30 ohms,
respectively.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In this article, a novel dynamic and hybrid OCR scheme
has been presented for solving the protection coordination
problem in power network equipped with or without PV
generations. In the HPOC, the setting of all OCRs is adjusted
and adapted by using two sub-schemes which modifying the
fault and pickup currents (IFV and IPV). The proposedHPOC
approach minimizes the tripping time (OTT) for all OCRs
under different fault location and characteristic by 60% and
55.5% compared to SPOC for LG with R=0 at IEEE 9-bus
and 33-bus systems, respectively. The outcomes of the HPOC
approach in all operational networkmodes and fault scenarios
(fault types: LG and LLG, and impedances), the OOT was
notably decreased compared to SPOC. In addition, the HPOC
approach showed powerful performance in detecting the low
fault current in scenario 2 and 3 at LG and LLG faults
compare to SPOC which was not able to detect these faults.
Furthermore, the PSO algorithm was employed to solve the
optimization problem and achieve the minimum OTT for the
HPOC and SPOC approaches. Finally, the miss-coordination
problem for EF and OC relays is eliminated in this work by
using the new HPOC approach. In the future, the proposed
HPOC approachwill be adapted for distance relays protection
model.
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